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Quantum-fluid-dynamics approach for strong-field processes: Application to the study
of multiphoton ionization and high-order harmonic generation of He and Ne atoms

in intense laser fields

Amlan K. Roy and Shih-I Chu
Department of Chemistry, University of Kansas, and Kansas Center for Advanced Scientific Computing, Lawrence, Kansas 6

~Received 25 July 2001; revised manuscript received 12 November 2001; published 18 March 2002!

We explore the feasibility of extending the quantum-fluid dynamics~QFD! approach for quantitative inves-
tigation of nonlinear optical processes of many-electron quantum systems in intense laser fields. Through the
amalgamation of the QFD and density-functional theory~DFT!, a single time-dependent hydrodynamical
equation of motion can be derived. This equation has the form of ageneralized nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
~GNLSE! but includes the many-body effects through a local time-dependent exchange-correlation potential.
The time-dependent generalized pseudospectralmethod is extended to the solution of the GNLSE in spherical
coordinates, allowingnonuniformspatial discretization and efficient, accurate solution of the hydrodynamical
density and wave function in space and time. The procedure is applied to the study of multiphoton ionization
~MPI! and high-order harmonic generation~HHG! of He and Ne atoms in intense laser fields. Excellent
agreement with other recent self-interaction-free time-dependent DFT calculations is obtained for He, while for
Ne, good agreement is achieved. Four different exchange-correlation energy functionals are used in the study
with an aim to explore the roles of exchange and correlation on MPI/HHG processes in details. The method
offers a conceptually appealing and computationally practical approach for nonperturbative treatment of
strong-field processes of many-electron systems beyond the time-dependent Hartree-Fock level.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.043402 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Hz, 32.80.Wr, 32.80.Qk, 71.15.Mb
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent advancement in the technology of hig
intensity and ultrashort laser pulses has led to the disco
of a number of very high order nonlinear optical phenome
in atomic, molecular, and cluster systems. Among th
novel high-intensity phenomena, multiple high-order h
monic generation~HHG! is of particular current interest. Th
generation of harmonics of orders in excess of 300 fr
rare-gas atoms has been recently demonstrated by ex
ments@1–3# using laser pulses shorter than 20 fs and p
intensity more than 1014 W/cm2. To describe such intense
field processes usingab initio wave-function approach, it is
necessary to solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
of many-electron systems, which is beyond the capability
current computer technology. Development of alternative
proximate approach capable of treating many-electron qu
tum dynamics, including electron correlation and core ex
tation, is thus very desirable and of considerable curr
interest in strong-field atomic and molecular physics.

Recently, self-interaction-free time-dependent density
functional theory~TDDFT! has been developed@4–6# for
nonperturbative treatment of multiphoton dynamics of ma
electron quantum systems in strong fields. The main fea
of TDDFT approach is a set of time-dependent Kohn-Sha
like equations that are structurally similar to the tim
dependent Hartree-Fock~TDHF! equations but include in
principle exactly all many-body effects through a local tim
dependent exchange-correlation~XC! potential. Unlike the
conventional DFT/TDDFT calculations using explicit X
energy functionals@7#, which contain self-interaction-energ
and incorrect long-range potential, these recent TDDFT
proaches@4–6# are self-interaction free and theXC poten-
1050-2947/2002/65~4!/043402~10!/$20.00 65 0434
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tials possess proper asymptotic long-range Coulombic
havior. TheseXC potentials are constructed by means of t
extension of theoptimized-effective-potential~OEP! formal-
ism @8# to the time domain, using either the Hartree-Fo
~nonlocal! exchange energy functional@6# or the incorpora-
tion of an explicit self-interaction-correction~SIC! term
@4,5#. The TDDFT/OEP-SIC approach has been recently
plied successfully to the study of multiphoton ionizatio
~MPI! and HHG processes of rare-gas atoms@4#, H2 @5#, and
N2 @9# molecules in intense laser-pulsed fields.

In this paper, we consider an alternative approach, ba
on the hydrodynamic formulation of quantum mechani
The quantum-fluid-dynamics~QFD! concept was originally
proposed years ago by Madelung@10#, de Broglie@11#, and
Bohm @12#. The QFD formulation requires solving a set
nonlinear partial-differential equations and thus is more co
plicated than the linear Schro¨dinger equation. However, th
QFD has the conceptually appealing feature, namely,
electron cloud is treated as a ‘‘classical fluid’’ moving und
the influence of classical Coulomb forces and an additio
quantum potential. Recently there is also a renewed inte
in extending the QFD approach as a practical tool for solv
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation@13–16#. This is partly
related to the recognition that the amplitude and the phas
the wave function~treated explicitly in the fluid formulation
as independent variables! are more slowly varying in time
than the complex wave function itself, leading to compu
tional advantages and additional physical insights of qu
tum dynamics or quantum trajectory@13–16#. However,ab
initio QFD approach has not been applied to strong-fi
processes even for the one-electron system involving
Coulomb potential. For many-electron systems,ab initio
QFD method encounters similar level of computational ch
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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lenges as the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation approach
An alternative QFD approach for many-particle syste

was developed earlier by Bloch@17# within the framework of
time-dependent Thomas-Fermi~TDTF! model @18,19#. The
TDTF method can be considered as a crude version of
DFT where the electronic system is considered as a ga
almost free electrons. More rigorous QFD formulations
DFT were treated in 1980’s@20–22#. A unique feature of the
combined QFD and DFT approach is that asingle general-
ized nonlinear Schro¨dinger-like equation can be derived@23#.
This is different from the conventional TDDFT or the rece
self-interaction-free TDDFT formalisms@4–6# where indi-
vidual occupied spin orbital is treated explicitly. The QFD
DFT approach has been applied to the study of both st
ground-state calculations~via imaginary time-evolution tech
nique! @24,25# and dynamical processes@23,26–30# in cylin-
drical coordinates.

The motivations of this paper are threefold. First we p
form a precision calculation of the nonlinear QFD-DF
equation in spherical coordinates by means of thetime-
dependent generalized pseudospectral~TDGPS! technique
@4,5,31# recently developed, with an aim to assess the u
fulness of QFD-DFT approach for realistic and quantitat
investigation of strong-field processes. The TDGPS met
allows nonuniformspatial-grid discretization and has be
shown to be capable of providing high-precision tim
dependent wave function with the use of only a modest nu
ber of grid points. The procedure has been applied succ
fully to the study of HHG processes@4,5,9,31,32# of atoms
and molecules and Rydberg-atom high-resolution spect
copy @33,34# in external fields. Second, we extend the QF
DFT formalism to a detailed case study of the photoioni
tion and photoemission dynamics of He atoms in inte
laser-pulsed fields and explore the effects of ‘‘exchange’’ a
‘‘correlation’’ in details. Third, the feasibility of the formal
ism for more than two-electron systems is tested by apply
to the case of Ne. This will be a testing ground of the f
malism as more than one orbitals are involved.

The layout of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
present the QFD-DFT formalism and relevant equations
spherical coordinates. The numerical procedure is outline
Sec. III. Application of the method to the study of MPI an
HHG of He is given in Sec. IV. Section V presents results
the Ne atoms. This is followed by a few conclusions
Sec. V.

II. THE TIME-DEPENDENT QFD-DFT FORMALISM

The basic idea is to obtain a link between QFD and D
for a many-electron system through the single-particle d
sity. Here we present a brief account of the QFD-DFT f
malism. A more detailed account may be found in the rec
review @29#. All the electrons are regarded to be distribut
over the three-dimentional~3D! space-like continuous ‘‘clas
sical’’ fluid. The two basic equations in terms of the loc
variables, electron densityr(r ,t), and current densityj (r ,t),
can be written as~atomic units used unless otherwise me
tioned!: ~i! the equation of continuity,
04340
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]r~r ,t !

]t
1“• j ~r ,t !50 ~2.1!

and ~ii ! the Euler-type equation of motion,

]x~r ,t !

]t
1

1

2
~“x!21

dG@r#

dr
1

dEel-el@r#

dr
1v~r ,t !50,

~2.2!

wherej (r ,t)5r“x(r ,t), x(r ,t) being the velocity potential.
Eel-el represents the interelectronic Coulomb repulsion
ergy, v(r ,t) is the external potential including electron
nuclear attraction and the laser-atom interaction poten
while G@r# is a universal density-functional comprising th
kinetic and XC energy contributions,

G@r#5Tw@r#1Tcorr@r#1EXC@r#,

5
1

8E u“ru2

r
dr1Tcorr@r#1EXC@r#. ~2.3!

In the above equation,Tw@r# signifies the Weizsa¨cker
kinetic-energy functional@7# that isexactfor one- and two-
electron Hartree-Fock systems. Therefore, the kinetic-ene
correction termTcorr@r# vanishes for such systems. For oth
systems,Tw@r# alone is not enough, and the exact form
Tcorr@r# is unknown and must be approximated:

Texact>Tw@r#1Tcorr@r#.

An approximate form forTcorr@r# is available for rare-gas
atoms @35#. This has yielded good-quality results fo
electronic-structure calculations for rare-gas atoms~Ne, Ar,
Kr, and Xe! @24,25#. In the present calculation for Ne, w
employ this functional form written as a sum of seve
Gaussians, viz.,

Tcorr5CkE f ~r !r5/3~r !dr ; Ck5~3/10!~3p2!2/3.

~2.4!

Here f (r ) signifies an r-dependent term satisfying the boun
ary conditionsf (r )→0 asr→0 and f (r )→1 asr→`. The
functional derivative is given by,

dTcorr@r#

dr
5

5

3
Ckr

2/3~r ! g~r !, ~2.5!

where

g~r !5
3

5
f ~r !1

2

5
r22/3~r !E r~r 8!r̃~r 8!21/3

dr̃~r 8!

dr~r !
dr 8,

~2.6!

r̃(r )5r(r ) f 3/2(r ), and
2-2
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f ~r !5(
i 51

n

Ai exp@2a i~r 2Ri !
2#,

g~r !5(
i 51

n

Ai exp@2b i~r 2Ri !
2#. ~2.7!

The values ofAi ,Ri ,a i , andb i for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe are
given in Ref.@25#.

Equations~2.1! and ~2.2! can be combined into a singl
equation by defining the complex-valued TD hydrodynam
cal wave function for the entire time-evolving system as~in
polar form!

C~r ,t !5r~r ,t !1/2eix(r ,t), ~2.8!

and eliminatingx(r ,t) from them. The result is a generalize
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation:

F2
1

2
¹21ve f f~@r#;r ,t !GC~r ,t !5 i

]C~r ,t !

]t
, ~2.9!

where r(r ,t)5uC(r ,t)u2. The effective potential
veff(@r#;r ,t) contains both classical and quantum potentia

veff~@r#;r ,t !5
dEel-el

dr
1

dEnu-el

dr
1

dEXC

dr
1

dTcorr

dr
1

dEext

dr
,

~2.10!

where the first two potentials have their usual significanc

dEel-el@r#

dr
5E r~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 8;

dEnu-el@r#

dr
52

Z

r
.

~2.11!

EXC is the XC energy-density functional, andEext is the in-
teraction energy of the electron with the external elec
field. Various XC energy functionals within the local-dens
approximation~LDA ! or generalized gradient approximatio
~GGA! are available in the literature@7#. We have employed
two forms for the exchange potentials for He, viz., the ex
exchange-energy expression,

dEX@r#

dr
52

1

2E r~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u
dr 8, ~2.12!

and the local-density approximation~LDA !,

dEX
LDA@r#

dr
52

4

3
CXr1/3, CX5

3

4 S 3

p D 1/3

. ~2.13!

For Ne, a local-exchange potential@36# has been employed

EX5EX
LDA2bE r1/3

S 11
r 2r2/3

aX
D rdr , ~2.14!

where
04340
-

,

,

c

t

EX
LDA52CXE r4/3dr , ~2.15!

and

dEX

dr
5

dEX
LDA

dr
2bF 4

3
r1/31

2

3

r 2r

aX

S 11
r 2r2/3

aX
D 2G . ~2.16!

Here CX5(3/4)(3/p)1/3,b5CX and aX50.02440. This ex-
change functional@36# shows correct asymptotic behavior.
is also local and gradient-free; hence requires less comp
tional effort than other GGA functionals. This functional h
been found to be capable of yielding good-quality results
atomic systems@25#. For example, the exchange energies~in
a.u.! calculated from Eq.~2.14! are 1.026, 12.14, 30.15
93.94, and 179.2 for He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, respective
while the corresponding HF values are 1.026, 12.11, 30
93.89, and 179.2, using the HF densities@36#.

To include correlation effects, we use a simple, para
etrized local Wigner-type functional@37#, which yielded
quite good results for electron structure calculations
many-electron systems,~see e.g., Refs.@38,39#!. Other justi-
fications for using this form of correlation functional can b
found in Ref.@27#. The Wigner correlation potential is give
by

dEC

dr
52

a1cr21/3

~a1br21/3!2
, ~2.17!

where a59.810, b521.437, andc528.582 667. Assuming
the linearly polarized laser field is along thez axis, the inter-
action potential can be written as

dEext

dr
52m~r ,t !•E~ t !52z E0 f ~ t !sin~vt !. ~2.18!

Since the system has the axial symmetry, the spatial dim
sionality reduces to two. In the above equation,m(r ,t) is the
TD induced dipole moment, E0 is the electric-field ampli-
tude,f (t) is the laser shape pulse function, andv is the laser
frequency.

Note that if Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.2! are written in imaginary
time t(t52 i t ,t being the real time! and x(r ,t) is elimi-
nated, one can obtain a diffusion-type equation, viz.,

F2
1

2
¹21veff~@r#;r ,t !GR~r ,t !52

]R~r ,t !

]t
. ~2.19!

The diffusion function no longer resembles the hydrod
namical function and accordingly has been replaced
R(r ,t). This equation has been used for accurate calculat
of the static ground-state properties of many-electron s
tems@24,25#.

Equation ~2.9! is highly nonlinear; nonlinearity arising
mainly through the nonintegral powers ofr and the integrals
in ve f f(@r#;r ,t). This equation goes much beyond the TDH
or the linear-response approximation, since it calcula
2-3
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r(r ,t) to all orders of changes, which is then employed
obtain the various TD quantities of interest. It may be no
that the Laplacian arises from the Weizsa¨cker term and not
from the fictitious ‘‘noninteracting’’ kinetic energy as in th
Kohn-Sham theory. Numerical solution of Eq.~9! yields the
TD effective potential and a single ‘‘hypothetical’’ TD orbita
for the entire interacting system.

III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

It is known that the equal-spacing spatial-discretizat
methods require a very large number of grid points to get
converged results. The generalized pseudospectral~GPS!
method@40,41# alleviates such problems and allowsnonuni-
form and optimal spatial-grid discretization: denser mesh
shorter distances and sparser mesh at longer range. Th
important for the HHG, because it is the probability dens
near the origin that determines the dipole acceleration. In
section, we extend the numerical scheme of the tim
dependent GPS method@31# to the solution of Eq.~2.9!.
Denoting the nonlinear operator in square bracket byL̂, Eq.
~2.9! can be recast in to the following form:

]C~r ,t !

]t
52 i L̂C~r ,t !52 i @Ĥ01V̂#C~r ,t !, ~3.1!

i.e., ]/]t52 i L̂ . Here Ĥ0 denotes the ‘‘unperturbed’’ opera
tor and includes potentials arising from the Coulomb rep
sion, EXC , nuclear-electron attraction and the nonclassi
kinetic-energy correction termTcorr at the zero time. The
operatorV̂ consists of two terms: the classical external int
action potentialvext(r ,t) as well as the ‘‘residual’’ effective
potentialv res(r ,t),

V̂~r ,t !5vext~r ,t !1v res~r ,t !,

v res~r ,t !5veff~r ,t !2veff~r ,0!. ~3.2!

The time propagation is implemented by the use of seco
order split-operator scheme in theenergyrepresentation in
spherical coordinates@4,31#,

C~r ,t1Dt !.e(2 iĤ 0Dt/2)exp@2 iV̂~r ,u,t1Dt/2!Dt#

3e(2 iĤ 0Dt/2)C~r ,t !1O~Dt3!. ~3.3!

This is different from other commonly used split-opera
schemes in the literature@42,43# where Ĥ0 is generally taken
to be the radial kinetic-energy operator andV̂ the remaining
Hamiltonian depending on the spatial coordinates only. T
advantages of using theenergyrepresentation has been di
cussed elsewhere@4,5,31#.

Now the hydrodynamical wave functionC(r ,t) is ex-
panded in the Legendre polynomial basis,

C~r i ,u j ,t !5(
l

gl~r i ,t !Pl~cosu j !, ~3.4!
04340
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and the GPS method@40,41# is used to discretize the radia
coordinater. Detailed TDGPS procedures can be found
Refs. @4,31#. To prevent back reflection from the boundar
an absorber of the following form has been used in
present calculation@31#,

cos0.25Fp2 ~r 2r 0!/~r max2r 0!G , r>r 0 ,

where r max is typically 150–200 a.u., while that ofr 0 is
100–150 a.u. Absorber position and the grid size have b
chosen carefully such that only those parts that are trave
away from the nucleus and willnot return are absorbed.

Once the hydrodynamical function is obtained, the T
density can be calculated that yields all other density-ba
‘‘observables’’ of the process. The rich dynamics of the
teraction process is revealed in the TD density plots. Ap
from the TD density, the following quantities have been c
culated.

~1! The normalized total electronic chargeN(t) at a par-
ticular instantt is given by,

N~ t !5E r~r ,t !dr . ~3.5!

This gives the information about the ionization probability
~2! The excitation and ionization probability,Pei(t), is

given by

Pei~ t !512Pgs~ t !, ~3.6!

wherePgs(t)5^C(0)uC(t)&2 is the TD ground-state popu
lation of the He/Ne atom and is normalized to unity att
50.

~3! Another important ‘‘observable’’ is the radiated ha
monic spectra emitted due to the strong perturbation. T
induced dipole moment can be expressed in the length
acceleration form, respectively, as follows:

d~ t !5E r~r ,t !zdr ~3.7!

and

dA~ t !5E r~r ,t !
d2z

dt2
dr . ~3.8!

The corresponding HHG power spectrum can be cal
lated from the modulus square of the Fourier transformat
of the respective TD dipole moments in the two gauges

P~v!5U 1

t f2t i
E

t i

t f
d~ t !e2 ivtdtU2

~3.9!

and

PA~v!5U 1

t f2t i

1

v2Et i

t f
dA~ t ! e2 ivtdtU2

. ~3.10!
2-4
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The HHG power spectra obtained from these two expr
sions should be identical if the TD wave function is ful
converged.

IV. MPI AND HHG OF HE ATOMS IN INTENSE
LASER FIELDS

In this section, we extend the QFD-DFT formalism to
case study of the nonlinear response of He atoms in inte
laser fields, with particular attention to the investigation
the effects of the exchange~X! and the correlation~C! effects
on the MPI and HHG processes. The key equation is
generalized nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, Eq.~2.9!, which
is solved by the TDGPS method. The initial wave function
t50 is obtained by the GPS discretization and solution
the corresponding time-dependent Kohn-Sham~TDKS!
equation in imaginary time. Here it may be mentioned t
the earlier TDKS approaches for the laser-atom interac
studies have usually employed the ground states att50 ob-
tained from the solution of the corresponding tim
independent equations. In the absence of the laser fields
unperturbed energy of the ground state is preserved t
least 10–12 digits of accuracy and the norm of the wa
function maintains unity during the whole time propagatio

A. Test of numerical convergence of QFD-DFT calculations

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the HHG power spec
obtained from the length and acceleration forms,d(t) and
dA(t), respectively, for the case of linearly polarized las
pulsed fields with wavelength 527 nm (v50.086 46 a.u.!,
peak intensity 331014 W/cm2 (E050.092 46 a.u.!, sin2

pulse shape and 60 optical cycles~o.c.! in pulse length. As
shown, excellent agreement is achieved from the lowest
monic, through the plateau, all the way to the cutoff, indic
ing the time-dependent wave function is converged. T
largest disagreement~the third harmonic! is only about
1.92%. The deviation of the length form spectrum from th

FIG. 1. Comparison of HHG spectra of He in length~open
circles! and acceleration~filled circles! forms calculated from the
TD QFD-DFT method. The laser intensity is 331014 W/cm2,
wavelength is 527 nm, and the field has a sin2 pulse shape with 60
o.c. in duration.
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of the acceleration form beyond the cutoff is well understo
@43,44#. It is generally believed that the extra harmonics b
yond the cutoff in the length gauge is spurious and the
celeration form is the more accurate representation. Acco
ingly, we will present only the acceleration HHG pow
spectra henceforth. In this calculation, 300 grid points
used for the Legendre pseudospectral discretization of
radial coordinater ~using a nonlinear algebraic mappin
@4,31# to map r 5@0,r max# to x5@21,1#) and 30 partial
waves are used to achieve the convergence. Typicallyr max is
about 150–200 a.u., and an absorber is placed at aro
r 5100 a.u. Higher accuracy can be achieved by increas
the number of grid points. We note that our HHG results
generally in excellent agreement with the recent calculat
using the TDDFT/OEP-SIC method@4#. This provides addi-
tional check on the accuracy and usefulness of the pre
QFD-DFT approach.

B. Exchange„X… and correlation „C… energy functionals

In conventional steady-state DFT calculations, expli
XC energy functionals have been often used, including
LDA and the more refined GGA such as the Becke(B)’s
exchange energy functional@45# and Lee-Yang-Parr~LYP!’s
@46# correlation energy functional, etc. Since exact tim
dependent XC energy functionals are currently not availa
the common procedure in TDDFT calculations is to adopt
adiabaticapproximation. Within such a framework, the X
potentialvXC(r ,t) can be written as the functional derivativ
of the XC energyEXC with respect to the density:

vXC~r ,t !5
dEXC@r#

dr U
r5r(r ,t)

. ~4.1!

It is well known that DFT/TDDFT calculations, using eithe
LDA or GGA explicit energy functionals, contain self
interaction energy terms and the corresponding XC pot
tials decay too fast and do not possess the correct asymp
long-range21/r Coulombic behavior@7#. Thus the excited-
state energies, and the ionization potentials obtained from
highest-occupied spin orbitals are not very accurate. Ty
cally the ionization potentials are about 30 to 50% too lo
compared to the experimental values. To overcome such
ficulties, it is essential to remove the self-interaction ener
The recent developments of theself-interaction-freeDFT
@8,47# and TDDFT@4–6# are along this direction.

To study the effects of exchange and correlation on
intense field processes, we shall therefore consider the
lowing four different XC energy functionals, in the order o
decreasing accuracy:~i! exact Hartree-Fock~HF! exchange
~X! 1 Wigner correlation (C), denoted by ‘‘exactX1C,’’
~ii ! exactX only, ~iii ! LDA exchange1 Wigner correlation,
denoted by ‘‘LDA-XC,’’ and ~iv! LDA-X only. The Wigner
correlation energy functional is used here because of its s
plicity and its reliability for atomic systems. It has been de
onstrated that the Wigner correlation can provide rather
curate results for the atomic systems including two-elect
atoms@24–27,38,39#. For example, the ground-state total e
ergies obtained by the above four different energy fu
2-5
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tionals are, respectively,22.9031,22.8609,22.7657, and
22.7235 a.u. All these should be compared with the BL
value of 22.905 a.u.@47# and the experimental value o
22.9037 a.u.@48#. As shown, our~exactX1C) energy is in
very good agreement with the experimental value. In
following, we study in details the effects of different X
energy functionals on the MPI/HHG processes.

C. Effects of exchange and correlation on multiphoton
ionization of He

In this subsection, we consider the effects of excha
and correlation on the MPI processes of He in three differ
laser intensities:~a! 331014 W/cm2, ~b! 631014 W/cm2,
and ~c! 131015 W/cm2. The laser parameters used a
wavelength 527 nm, sin2 pulse shape with 60 o.c. puls
length. The comparison of the time-dependent electron po
lation, N(t), for the four different XC energy functional
used@~i!–~iv! mentioned above#, are shown in Figs. 2~a!–
2~c!, for the respective laser intensities indicated above. N
that the ionization probability can be calculated byPion(t)
512N(t) and the ionization rate from the slope of the d
caying curves shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. Several general be
haviors of the effects ofX and C are noticed. First, we se
that there is a substantial difference inN(t) among various
XC energy functionals used for a given laser intensity. Ho
ever, ~i!,~ii ! and ~iii !,~iv! tend to form two widely separate
groups. The first group,~i! and ~ii !, has the exact exchang
and correct long-range potential but they differ in the cor
lation ~with or without Wigner correlation!. The second
group, ~iii ! and ~iv!, belongs to the LDA-level calculation
~with or without the Wigner correlation! and does not have
the correct exchange functional and proper long-range po
tial. Clearly the effect of exchange on MPI is much larg
than that of the correlation. Thus it is essential to have
correct exchange and long-range potential in the QFD-D
calculations. Second, as the laser intensity increases
Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, we notice that the discrepancy within ea
group @~i!,~ii ! or ~iii !,~iv!# also increases. This indicates th
effect of correlation cannot be ignored. In fact, it is mo
pronounced in higher laser intensities. Third, it is instruct
to note that the order of ionization probability isP(iv)
.P(iii) .P(ii) .P(i) for all the three laser intensities
where the number in the parenthesis indicates the type of
energy functional used. This order is consistent with the
der of decreasing binding energy of the electrons. Thus
LDA electron~with X only!, case~iv!, has the smallest bind
ing energy and the largest ionization probability, while t
electron described by exact exchange1 Wigner correlation
@case~i!# has the largest binding energy and smallest ioni
tion probability, etc. That the binding energy, which is det
mined by the XC energy functional used, is the major fac
accounting for the observed ionization-probability behav
in He has been also reported recently in other study using
TDDFT/OEP-SIC formalism@4#. The situation can be differ
ent for more complex atoms, where the orbital orientat
can also play an important role in the MPI of atoms@4#.
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D. Effects of exchange and correlation on HHG of He

Figures 3~a!–3~c! show the comparison of the HHG
power spectra of He for the four different energy function
@~i!–~iv!#, corresponding to the same three respective la
intensities in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!. Similar to the ionization case

FIG. 2. Variation of the total electronic charge,N(t), with time
for the four different cases~i!–~iv! of XC energy functionals used
~see text!. ~a!–~c! correspond to the laser intensities of
31014 W/cm2,631014 W/cm2, and 131015 W/cm2, respectively,
at the wavelength 527 nm. sin2 pulse shape is used and the pul
duration is 60 o.c.
2-6
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two different groups@~i!,~ii ! and~iii !,~iv!# can be clearly dis-
tinguished and the effect of the exchange is considera
larger than that of the correlation. Typically, the effect
correlation can cause a difference of harmonic intensity b
factor of 2–3 or more while the exchange can cause 2–
more orders of magnitude difference in harmonic intens

FIG. 3. Comparison of the HHG spectra of He atom for the fo
different cases~i!–~iv! of XC energy functionals used~see text!.
~a!–~c! correspond to the laser intensities of 331014 W/cm2,
631014 W/cm2, and 131015 W/cm2, respectively. The laser wave
length, pulse shape, and pulse length are the same as those in F
04340
ly

a
or
.

The relative order of HHG intensities and cutoff positio
follow roughly the following pattern: the LDA calculation
tend to have larger HHG intensities and earlier cutoff th
those of calculations with exact exchange. Such differen
may be attributed to the typical behavior of looser-bou
LDA electrons versus the tighter-bound electrons; namely
atom with smaller binding energy tends to have larger HH
intensities and shorter cutoff@4#. Due to the rather large dis
crepancy in using different XC energy functionals, it is cle
that the effects of exchange and correlation, particularly
exchange, are both significant. To achieve quantitative st
of HHG processes of many-electron systems, it is thus es
tial to adopt either exact exchange energy functional such
the one used here or the self-interaction-free TDDFT@4–6#,
both give rise to the correct asymptotic long-range potent

E. Intensity-dependent HHG power spectrum and
hydrodynamical radial density distribution

Figure 4 shows the HHG power spectrum at a stron
field with laser intensity 3.531015 W/cm2, wavelength 527
nm, sin2 pulse shape, and 30 o.c. in pulse duration. The c
off harmonic now extends to well beyond 100. Further
sight regarding the He-laser interaction is revealed in
time-dependent hydrodynamical radial density~spherically
averaged! plots, particularly for the stronger-field cases. Fi
ures 5~a! and 5~b! show the time-dependent radial densiti
of He at the two largest laser-intensity cases considered~a!
131015 W/cm2, and ~b! 3.531015 W/cm2, respectively.
For case~a!, we see the radial electron density is monoto
cally decreasing with increasing time and a small fraction
electron density leaks to larger distances. For the stron
field case~b!, the pattern is more dramatic, particularly ne
the peak-intensity regime~around 15 o.c., where more com
plicated spatial pattern is developed.

V. MPI AND HHG OF NE ATOMS: A TEST OF TD QFD-
DFT APPROACH FOR MANY-ELECTRON SYSTEMS

In this section, we extend the TD QFD-DFT approach
the study of MPI and HHG of Ne atoms. The major diffe

r

. 2.

FIG. 4. Calculated HHG power spectra of He for a laser inte
sity of 331015 W/cm2 and wavelength 527 nm. The laser field h
a sin2 pulse shape with 60 o.c. in duration. ExactX1 Wigner cor-
relation energy functionals are used.
2-7
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AMLAN K. ROY AND SHIH-I CHU PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 043402
ence in this case from that of He is that, the modified kine
energy term,Tcorr, in Eq. ~2.3!, is nonzero. To see the sig
nificance of including theTcorr term, we first present the
field-free ground-state results. The total electronic ene
calculated from the diffusion Eq.~2.19!, using the nonclas-
sical kinetic-energy termTcorr in Eq. ~2.4!, and the exchange
and correlation potentials given by Eqs.~2.16! and ~2.17!,
respectively, yieldsE52128.9103 a.u. Similar calculatio
but including the LDA-exchange energy functional in E
~2.15! and the same correlation functional in Eq.~2.17!,
gives rise toE52127.4513 a.u. All of these should be com
pared with the best theoretical literature result of2128.939
a.u.@49#. Figure 6 gives a plot ofdTcorr/dr versus r for Ne.
This apart from the total energy values clearly demonstra
that the nonclassical kinetic-energy termTcorr, in addition to
Tw, is absolutely necessary to include for more than tw
electron systems to produce physically meaningful resu
Moreover, the form ofTcorr given by Eqs.~2.4!–~2.7! ap-
pears to be capable of providing a good description for
electronic-structure calculations of Ne and other rare-gas
oms @25#.

Figures 7~a! and 7~b! present the profile of the time
dependent normN(t) ~normalized to unity! for the two laser
intensities, 531013 and 131014 W/cm2, respectively, for

FIG. 5. Radial density plots of He for laser intensities~a! 1
31015 W/cm2 and ~b! 331015 W/cm2, at wavelength 527 nm
sin2 pulse shape and pulse duration of 60 and 30 o.c., respecti
04340
-

y

.

s

-
s.

e
t-

the following laser parameters:l51064 nm, sin2 pulse with
60 in duration. Each plot contains the comparison of
present TD QFD-DFT results@with XC potentials given by
Eqs. ~2.16! and ~2.17!# with the individual orbital (2s and

ly.

FIG. 6. Plot ofdTcorr /dr vs r, in a.u., for Ne.

FIG. 7. Variation of the norm,N(t), with time for Ne.~a! and
~b! correspond to the laser intensities of 531013 W/cm2 and 1
31014 W/cm2, respectively, at the wavelength 1064 nm. sin2 pulse
shape is used and the pulse duration is 60 o.c. See text
explanation.
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QUANTUM-FLUID-DYNAMICS APPROACH FOR STRONG- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 043402
2p) norm obtained from the more accurate all-electron
KLI-SIC calculations@4#. The overall agreement is satisfa
tory, well within 0.1%. Figure 7~a! additionally presents the
result from the TD QFD-DFT calculation but using the LDA
X potential. In the latter case, the normN(t) falls off more
rapidly than other more accurate calculations. Similar to
He case, this can be attributed to the weaker binding of
LDA electrons arising from the lack of correct asympto
Coulombic-potential tail. Note that the present approa
does not distinguish the individual orbital components a
therefore, theN(t) in the present calculation does not d
rectly correspond to the TD KLI-SIC results. However, sin
the ionization probability is considerably higher for the 2p
and 2s orbitals compared with the 1s orbital, it still gives
quantitative comparison.

Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show the comparison of the calcu
lated HHG power spectra for Ne obtained by~i! the present
TD QFD-DFT approach using the XC potentials given
Eqs.~2.16! and ~2.17!, and~ii ! the all-electron TD KLI-SIC
approach@4#, for the two laser intensities 531013 and 4
31014 W/cm2, respectively. All other laser parameters a
the same as those in Fig. 7. Figure 8~a! also shows the resul
for the TD QFD-DFT calculation using the LDA-X potential,

FIG. 8. Comparison of the HHG spectra of Ne atom.~a! and~b!
correspond to the laser intensities of 531013 W/cm2 and 4
31014 W/cm2, respectively. The laser wavelength, pulse sha
and pulse lengths are the same as those in Fig. 7.
04340
e
e
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and the effect is similar to that noticed in He, namely, t
LDA electrons tend to have higher HHG plateau intensity b
a shorter cutoff. The overall agreement of the present
QFD-DFT results~with full XC potentials! with the all-
electron TD KLI-SIC data @4# are considerably closer
though not perfect. It is gratifying that the present sing
orbital TD QFD-DFT approach can provide such a sem
quantitative accuracy, suggesting that the procedure ma
extendable to considerably larger systems where theab initio
TD KLI-SIC method becomes inaccessible. The main sou
of error in the present QFD calculations may be attributed
the approximation used in theTcorr term in the kinetic-energy
functional.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the feasibility and usefulness of
tending the QFD-DFT approach for quantitative study
many-electron systems in strong fields. Instead of solvingN
coupled nonlinear partial-differential equations~PDEs! ~as in
the TDHF or TDDFT approaches!, the present methodolog
requires one to solve only one single nonlinear Schro¨dinger-
like PDE in terms of the 3D single-particle density for th
field-driven N-electron quantum systems. All other time
dependent dynamical properties of interest such as M
probability and HHG can be obtained from the tim
dependent density. The nonlinear hydrodynamical equa
in spherical coordinates can be solved accurately and
ciently by the time-dependent generalized pseudospe
method. The procedure is applied to the study of MPI/HH
processes of He and Ne atoms in intense laser fields.
results are generally in consonance with those obtained f
other recent self-interaction-free TDDFT@4#, allowing addi-
tional validation of the time-dependent QFD-DFT approa
We also explore the role of exchange and correlation on
MPI/HHG processes of He in details by using four differe
XC energy functionals.

The present methodology can be extended, in principle
the study of other more complex atomic and molecular s
tems in strong fields. The success of the method will
however, dictated by the choice and availability of suitab
kinetic and XC energy functionals. Approximate but reliab
kinetic energy functionals for larger noble-gas atoms~Ne, Ar,
Kr, and Xe! are already available@35#. Development of uni-
versal and more accurate kinetic energy functionals in QF
DFT formalism will be highly desirable. The unique featu
of the QFD-DFT single-equation approach lies in its simpl
ity and it can provide a powerful and practical method f
large systems, where other TDDFT approaches become c
putationally infeasible. More work on this direction is i
progress.
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